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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/20/2024

Description 2024 Forest River Vibe 34XL, Forest River Vibe travel trailer 34XL highlights: Walk-
In Closet Rear Kitchen Walk-Through Bathroom Fireplace Pet Friendly ? You won't
believe all that this travel trailer has to offer! If you need to get some work done
then you can utilize the flip-up desk next to the oversized refrigerator and large
pantry. The kitchen island makes meal prepping easier, and the beverage cooler
helps save space in your refrigerator for perishables. The kitchen skylight brings
in natural lighting. Relax each night on either the tri-fold sofa or theater seating
across from the entertainment center with a fireplace, or you can play some
games at the booth dinette. As you enter the walk-through bathroom, you will
notice an area prepped to add an optional washer and dryer . The front private
bedroom has a queen bed slide with nightstands on either side with power to
charge your electronics while you recharge. The exterior not only has multiple
baggage doors and two awnings, but also an exterior hot/cold shower! ? Each
Vibe travel trailer by Forest River includes Hyper Lyte construction and a durable
laminated "Aluma Frame" for years of use. The heated and enclosed underbelly
allows you to extend your camping season, and the LED-lit exterior speakers will
keep the party going as you grill outdoors and visit with family. Inside, you'll find
LED lights to keep everything bright and open, a Bluetooth stereo, roller shades for
your privacy, and many more amenities per region. These models also include
cable and satellite prep and a digital TV antenna with a booster so you can stay
connected to the outside world if you choose. Make the easy choice and choose a
Vibe travel trailer today!

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 21141582
VIN Number: 35490-21141582
Condition: New
Length: 38
Slideouts: 2

Item address Murfreesboro, Tennessee, United States
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2024 Forest River Vibe 34XL $48
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